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The Doll

W

hen Tom Taylor, proprietor of the Wyandot Hotel
barber shop, was leaving home, after his noonday luncheon, to return to his work, his daughter, a sprightly,
diminutive brown maid, with very bright black eyes and very
curly, black hair, thrust into his coat pocket a little jointed
doll somewhat the worse for wear.
“Now, don’t forget, papa,” she said, in her shrill childish
treble, “what’s to be done to her. Her arms won’t work, and
her legs won’t work, and she can’t hold her head up. Be sure
and have her mended this afternoon, and bring her home
when you come to supper; for she’s afraid of the dark, and always sleeps with me. I’ll meet you at the corner at half-past
six—and don’t forget, whatever you do.”
“No, Daisy, I’ll not forget,” he replied, as he lifted her to
the level of his lips and kissed her.
Upon reaching the shop he removed the doll from his
pocket and hung it on one of the gilded spikes projecting
above the wire netting surrounding the cashier’s desk, where
it would catch his eye. Some time during the afternoon he
would send it to a toy shop around the corner for repairs. But
the day was a busy one, and when the afternoon was well advanced he had not yet attended to it.
Colonel Forsyth had come up from the South to attend a
conference of Democratic leaders to consider presidential candidates and platforms. He had put up at the Wyandot Hotel,
but had been mainly in the hands of Judge Beeman, chairman
of the local Jackson club, who was charged with the duty of
seeing that the colonel was made comfortable and given the
freedom of the city. It was after a committee meeting, and
about 4 in the afternoon, that the two together entered the
lobby of the Wyandot. They were discussing the platforms to
be put forward by the two great parties in the approaching
campaign.
“I reckon, judge,” the colonel was saying, “that the Republican party will make a mistake if it injects the Negro
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question into its platform. The question is primarily a local
one, and if the North will only be considerate about the matter, and let us alone, we can settle it to our entire satisfaction.
The Negro’s place is defined by nature, and in the South he
knows it and gives us no trouble.”
“The Northern Negroes are different,” returned the judge.
“They are just the same,” rejoined the colonel. “It is you
who are different. You pamper them and they take liberties
with you. But they are all from the South, and when they
meet a Southerner they act accordingly. They are born to
serve and to submit. If they had been worthy of equality they
would never have endured slavery. They have no proper selfrespect; they will neither resent an insult, nor defend a right,
nor avenge a wrong.”
“Well, now, colonel, aren’t you rather hard on them? Consider their past.”
“Hard? Why, no, bless your heart! I’ve got nothing against
the nigger. I like him—in his place. But what I say is the
truth. Are you in a hurry?”
“Not at all.”
“Then come downstairs to the barber shop and I’ll prove
what I say.”
The shop was the handsomest barber shop in the city. It
was in the basement, and the paneled ceiling glowed with
electric lights. The floor was of white tile, the walls lined with
large mirrors. Behind ten chairs, of the latest and most comfortable design, stood as many colored barbers, in immaculate
white jackets, each at work upon a white patron. An air of discipline and good order pervaded the establishment. There
was no loud talking by patrons, no unseemly garrulity on the
part of the barbers. It was very obviously a well-conducted
barber shop, frequented by gentlemen who could afford to
pay liberally for superior service. As the judge and the colonel
entered a customer vacated the chair served by the proprietor.
“Next gentleman,” said the barber.
The colonel removed his collar and took his seat in the vacant chair, remarking, as he ran his hand over his neck, “I
want a close shave, barber.”
“Yes, sir; a close shave.”
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The barber was apparently about forty, with a brown complexion, clean-cut features and curly hair. Committed by circumstances to a career of personal service, he had lifted it by
intelligence, tact and industry to the dignity of a successful
business. The judge, a regular patron of the shop, knew him
well and had often, while in his chair, conversed with him
concerning his race—a fruitful theme, much on the public
tongue.
“As I was saying,” said the colonel, while the barber adjusted a towel about his neck, “the Negro question is a perfectly simple one.”
The judge thought it hardly good taste in the colonel to
continue in his former strain. Northern men might speak
slightingly of the Negro, but seldom in his presence. He tried
a little diversion.
“The tariff,” he observed, “is a difficult problem.”
“Much more complicated, suh, than the Negro problem,
which is perfectly simple. Let the white man once impress the
Negro with his superiority; let the Negro see that there is no
escape from the inevitable, and that ends it. The best thing
about the Negro is that, with all his limitations, he can recognize a finality. It is the secret of his persistence among us.
He has acquired the faculty of evolution, suh—by the law of
the survival of the fittest. Long ago, when a young man, I
killed a nigger to teach him his place. One who learns a lesson of that sort certainly never offends again, nor fathers any
others of his breed.”
The barber, having lathered the colonel’s face, was stropping his razor with long, steady strokes. Every word uttered
by the colonel was perfectly audible to him, but his impassive
countenance betrayed no interest. The colonel seemed as unconscious of the barber’s presence as the barber of the
colonel’s utterance. Surely, thought the judge, if such freedom of speech were the rule in the South the colonel’s contention must be correct, and the Negroes thoroughly cowed.
To a Northern man the situation was hardly comfortable.
“The iron and sugar interests of the South,” persisted the
judge, “will resist any reduction of the tariff.”
The colonel was not to be swerved from the subject, nor
from his purpose, whatever it might be.
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“Quite likely they will; and we must argue with them, for
they are white men and amenable to reason. The nigger, on the
other hand, is the creature of instinct; you cannot argue with
him; you must order him, and if he resists shoot him, as I did.
“Don’t forget, barber,” said the colonel, “that I want a
close shave.”
“No, sir,” responded the barber, who, having sharpened his
razor, now began to pass it, with firm and even hand, over the
colonel’s cheek.
“It must have been,” said the judge, “an aggravated case,
to justify so extreme a step.”
“Extreme, suh? I beg yo’ pardon, suh, but I can’t say I had
regarded my conduct in that light. But it was an extreme case
so far as the nigger was concerned. I am not boasting about
my course; it was simply a disagreeable necessity. I am naturally a kind-hearted man, and don’t like to kill even a fly. It
was after the war, suh, and just as the reconstruction period
was drawing to a close. My mother employed a Negro girl,
the child of a former servant of hers, to wait upon her.”
The barber was studying the colonel’s face as the razor
passed over his cheek. The colonel’s eyes were closed, or he
might have observed the sudden gleam of interest that broke
through the barber’s mask of self-effacement, like a flash of
lightning from a clouded sky. Involuntarily the razor remained poised in midair, but, in less time than it takes to say
it, was moving again, swiftly and smoothly, over the colonel’s
face. To shave a talking man required a high degree of skill,
but they were both adepts, each in his own trade—the barber
at shaving, the colonel at talking.
“The girl was guilty of some misconduct, and my mother
reprimanded her and sent her home. She complained to her
father, and he came to see my mother about it. He was insolent, offensive and threatening. I came into the room and ordered him to leave it. Instead of obeying, he turned on me in
a rage, suh, and threatened me. I drew my revolver and shot
him. The result was unfortunate; but he and his people
learned a lesson. We had no further trouble with bumptious
niggers in our town.”
“And did you have no trouble in the matter?” asked the
judge.
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“None, suh, to speak of. There were proceedings, but they
were the merest formality. Upon my statement, confirmed by
that of my mother, I was discharged by the examining magistrate, and the case was never even reported to the grand jury.
It was a clear case of self-defense.”
The barber had heard the same story, with some details ignored or forgotten by the colonel. It was the barber’s father
who had died at the colonel’s hand, and for many long years
the son had dreamed of this meeting.
He remembered the story in this wise: His father had been
a slave. Freed by the Civil War, he had entered upon the new
life with the zeal and enthusiasm of his people at the dawn of
liberty, which seem, in the light of later discouragements, so
pathetic in the retrospect. The chattel aspired to own property; the slave, forbidden learning, to educate his children. He
had worked early and late, had saved his money with a thrift
equal to that of a German immigrant, and had sent his children regularly to school.
The girl—the barber remembered her very well—had been
fair of feature, soft of speech and gentle of manner, a pearl
among pebbles. One day her father’s old mistress had met
him on the street and, after a kindly inquiry about his family,
had asked if she might hire his daughter during the summer,
when there was no school. Her own married daughter would
be visiting her, with a young child, and they wanted some
neat and careful girl to nurse the infant.
“Why, yas ma’am,” the barber’s father had replied. “I
reckon it might be a good thing fer Alice. I wants her ter be
a teacher; but she kin l’arn things from you, ma’am, that no
teacher kin teach her. She kin l’arn manners, ma’am, an’ white
folks’ ways, and nowhere better than in yo’ house.”
So Alice had gone to the home of her father’s former mistress to learn white folks’ ways. The lady had been kind and
gracious. But there are ways and ways among all people.
When she had been three weeks in her new employment
her mistress’s son—a younger brother of the colonel—came
home from college. Some weeks later Alice went home to her
father. Who was most at fault the barber never knew. A few
hours afterward the father called upon the lady. There was a
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stormy interview. Things were said to which the ears of white
ladies were unaccustomed from the lips of black men. The
elder son had entered the room and interfered. The barber’s
father had turned to him and exclaimed angrily:
“Go ’way from here, boy, and don’t talk ter me, or I’m
liable ter harm you.”
The young man stood his ground. The Negro advanced
menacingly toward him. The young man drew his ready
weapon and fatally wounded the Negro—he lived only long
enough, after being taken home, to gasp out the facts to his
wife and children.
The rest of the story had been much as the colonel had related it. As the barber recalled it, however, the lady had not
been called to testify, but was ill at the time of the hearing,
presumably from the nervous shock.
That she had secretly offered to help the family the barber
knew, and that her help had been rejected with cold hostility.
He knew that the murderer went unpunished, and that in
later years he had gone into politics, and became the leader
and mouthpiece of his party. All the world knew that he had
ridden into power on his hostility to Negro rights.
The barber had been a mere boy at the time of his father’s
death, but not too young to appreciate the calamity that had
befallen the household. The family was broken up. The sordid
details of its misfortunes would not be interesting. Poverty,
disease and death had followed them, until he alone was left.
Many years had passed. The brown boy who had wept beside
his father’s bier, and who had never forgotten nor forgiven,
was now the grave-faced, keen-eyed, deft-handed barber, who
held a deadly weapon at the throat of his father’s slayer.
How often he had longed for this hour! In his dreams he
had killed this man a hundred times, in a dozen ways. Once,
when a young man, he had gone to meet him, with the definite purpose of taking his life, but chance had kept them
apart. He had imagined situations where they might come
face to face; he would see the white man struggling in the water; he would have only to stretch forth his hand to save him;
but he would tell him of his hatred and let him drown. He
would see him in a burning house, from which he might rescue him; and he would call him murderer and let him burn!
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He would see him in the dock for murder of a white man,
and only his testimony could save him, and he would let him
suffer the fate that he doubly deserved! He saw a vision of his
father’s form, only an hour before thrilling with hope and energy, now stiff and cold in death; while under his keen razor
lay the neck of his enemy, the enemy, too, of his race, sworn
to degrade them, to teach them, if need be, with the torch
and with the gun, that their place was at the white man’s feet,
his heel upon their neck; who held them in such contempt
that he could speak as he had spoken in the presence of one
of them. One stroke of the keen blade, a deflection of half an
inch in its course, and a murder would be avenged, an enemy
destroyed!
For the next sixty seconds the barber heard every beat of his
own pulse, and the colonel, in serene unconsciousness, was
nearer death than he had ever been in the course of a long
and eventful life. He was only a militia colonel, and had never
been under fire, but his turbulent political career had been
passed in a community where life was lightly valued, where
hot words were often followed by rash deeds, and murder was
tolerated as a means of private vengeance and political advancement. He went on talking, but neither the judge nor the
barber listened, each being absorbed in his own thoughts.
To the judge, who lived in a community where Negroes
voted, the colonel’s frankness was a curious revelation. His
language was choice, though delivered with the Southern intonation, his tone easy and conversational, and, in addressing
the barber directly, his manner had been courteous enough.
The judge was interested, too, in watching the barber, who, it
was evident, was repressing some powerful emotion. It
seemed very probable to the judge that the barber might resent this cool recital of murder and outrage. He did not know
what might be true of the Negroes in the South, but he had
been judge of a police court in one period of his upward career, and he had found colored people prone to sudden rages,
when under the influence of strong emotion, handy with
edged tools, and apt to cut thick and deep, nor always careful
about the color of the cuticle. The barber’s feelings were
plainly stirred, and the judge, a student of human nature, was
curious to see if he would be moved to utterance. It would
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have been no novelty—patrons of the shop often discussed
race questions with the barber. It was evident that the colonel
was trying an experiment to demonstrate his contention in
the lobby above. But the judge could not know the barber’s
intimate relation to the story, nor did it occur to him that
the barber might conceive any deadly purpose because of a
purely impersonal grievance. The barber’s hand did not even
tremble.
In the barber’s mind, however, the whirlwind of emotions
had passed lightly over the general and settled upon the particular injury. So strong, for the moment, was the homicidal
impulse that it would have prevailed already had not the noisy
opening of the door to admit a patron diverted the barber’s
attention and set in motion a current of ideas which fought
for the colonel’s life. The barber’s glance toward the door,
from force of habit, took in the whole shop. It was a handsome shop, and had been to the barber a matter of more than
merely personal pride. Prominent among a struggling people,
as yet scarcely beyond the threshold of citizenship, he had
long been looked upon, and had become accustomed to regard himself, as a representative man, by whose failure or success his race would be tested. Should he slay this man now
beneath his hand, this beautiful shop would be lost to his
people. Years before the whole trade had been theirs. One by
one the colored master barbers, trained in the slovenly old
ways, had been forced to the wall by white competition, until
his shop was one of the few good ones remaining in the hands
of men of his race. Many an envious eye had been cast upon
it. The lease had only a year to run. Strong pressure, he knew,
had been exerted by a white rival to secure the reversion. The
barber had the hotel proprietor’s promise of a renewal; but he
knew full well that should he lose the shop no colored man
would succeed him: a center of industry, a medium of friendly
contact with white men, would be lost to his people—many a
good turn had the barber been able to do for them while he
had the ear—literally had the ear—of some influential citizen,
or held some aspirant for public office by the throat. Of the
ten barbers in the shop all but one were married, with families dependent upon them for support. One was sending a son
to college; another was buying a home. The unmarried one
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was in his spare hours studying a profession, with the hope of
returning to practice it among his people in a Southern State.
Their fates were all, in a measure, dependent upon the proprietor of the shop. Should he yield to the impulse which was
swaying him their livelihood would be placed in jeopardy. For
what white man, while the memory of this tragic event should
last, would trust his throat again beneath a Negro’s razor?
Such, however, was the strength of the impulse against
which the barber was struggling that these considerations
seemed likely not to prevail. Indeed, they had presented
themselves to the barber’s mind in a vague, remote, detached
manner, while the dominant idea was present and compelling, clutching at his heart, drawing his arm, guiding his
fingers. It was by their mass rather than by their clearness that
these restraining forces held the barber’s arm so long in
check—it was society against self, civilization against the
primitive instinct, typifying, more fully than the barber could
realize, the great social problem involved in the future of his
race.
He had now gone once over the colonel’s face, subjecting
that gentleman to less discomfort than he had for a long time
endured while undergoing a similar operation. Already he had
retouched one cheek and had turned the colonel’s head to
finish the other. A few strokes more and the colonel could be
released with a close shave—how close he would never
know!—or, one stroke, properly directed, and he would never
stand erect again! Only the day before the barber had read, in
the newspapers, the account of a ghastly lynching in a Southern State, where, to avenge a single provoked murder, eight
Negroes had bit the dust and a woman had been burned at
the stake for no other crime than that she was her husband’s
wife. One stroke and there would be one less of those who
thus wantonly played with human life!
The uplifted hand had begun the deadly downward movement—when one of the barbers dropped a shaving cup,
which was smashed to pieces on the marble floor. Fate surely
fought for the colonel—or was it for the barber? Involuntarily the latter stayed his hand—instinctively his glance went toward the scene of the accident. It was returning to the
upraised steel, and its uncompleted task, when it was arrested
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by Daisy’s doll, hanging upon the gilded spike where he had
left it.
If the razor went to its goal he would not be able to fulfil
his promise to Daisy! She would wait for him at the corner,
and wait in vain! If he killed the colonel he himself could
hardly escape, for he was black and not white, and this was
North and not South, and personal vengeance was not accepted by the courts as a justification for murder. Whether he
died or not, he would be lost to Daisy. His wife was dead, and
there would be no one to take care of Daisy. His own father
had died in defense of his daughter; he must live to protect his
own. If there was a righteous God, who divided the evil from
the good, the colonel would some time get his just deserts.
Vengeance was God’s; it must be left to Him to repay!
The jointed doll had saved the colonel’s life. Whether society
had conquered self or not may be an open question, but it had
stayed the barber’s hand until love could triumph over hate!
The barber laid aside the razor, sponged off the colonel’s
face, brought him, with a movement of the chair, to a sitting
posture, brushed his hair, pulled away the cloths from around
his neck, handed him a pasteboard check for the amount of
his bill, and stood rigidly by his chair. The colonel adjusted
his collar, threw down a coin equal to double the amount of
his bill and, without waiting for the change, turned with the
judge to leave the shop. They had scarcely reached the door
leading into the hotel lobby when the barber, overwrought
by the long strain, collapsed heavily into the nearest chair.
“Well, judge,” said the colonel, as they entered the lobby,
“that was a good shave. What a sin it would be to spoil such
a barber by making him a postmaster! I didn’t say anything to
him, for it don’t do to praise a nigger much—it’s likely to
give him the big head—but I never had,” he went on, running his hand appreciatively over his cheek, “I never had a
better shave in my life. And I proved my theory. The barber
is the son of the nigger I shot.”
The judge was not sure that the colonel had proved his theory, and was less so after he had talked, a week later, with the
barber. And, although the colonel remained at the Wyandot
for several days, he did not get shaved again in the hotel barber shop.

